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Sequential models for coarsening
and missingness
Richard D Gill
James M Robins
ABSTRACT In a companion paper we described what intuitively would
seem to be the most general possible way to generate Coarsening at Random
mechanisms a sequential procedure called randomized monotone coarsen
ing Counterexamples showed that CAR mechanisms exist which cannot
be represented in this way Here we further develop these results in two
directions Firstly we consider what happens when data is coarsened at
random in two or more phases We show that the resulting coarsening mech
anism is not CAR anymore but under suitable assumptions is identied
and can provide interesting alternative analysis of data under a nonCAR
model Secondly we look at sequential mechanisms for generating MAR
data missing components of a multivariate random vector Randomised
monotone missingness schemes in which one variable at a time is observed
and depending on its value another variable is chosen or the procedure
is terminated supply in our opinion the broadest class of physically in
terpretable MAR mechanisms We show that every randomised monotone
missingness scheme can be represented by a Markov monotone missingness
scheme in which the choice of which variable to observe next only depends
on the set of previously observed variables and their values not on the se
quence in which they were measured We also show that MAR mechanisms
exist which cannot be represented sequentially
 Sequential CAR is not CAR but it is everything
We use the notation of our companion paper Gill van der Laan and Robins
	
 In particular X is a coarsening of an underlying random variable
X
 We suppose that X takes values in a nite set E
 Its power set the
set of all subsets of E	 is denoted by E 
 So X takes values in E n fg and
X  X with probability one

In this section we study ksequential coarsening by which we mean that
the observed random set X is formed by rst coarsening the underlying
random variableX to a random set X

 then further coarsening X

to a new
random set X

    and nally coarsening X
k
to X 
 Only the nal random
set X is observed
 We say the coarsening is ksequentially CAR if each of the
k sequential coarsenings are individuallyCAR
 Robins 	 introduced
sequential CAR in the special case of missing components of a multivariate
random vector which he called generalised permutation missingness and we
call sequential MAR
 We will show that X

    X
k
X being ksequentially
CAR does not imply that the overall coarsening of X to X is CAR
 Thus
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modeling the observed data X as CAR versus ksequentially CAR implies
dierent marginal distributions for the underlying variableX
 Furthermore
we will show that in the discrete case ksequential CAR is like ordinary
CAR everything so that no data evidence can distinguish CAR from k
sequential CAR
 We will argue that in many contexts the assumption
that the coarsening mechanism is ksequential CAR rather than CAR has
greater substantive plausibility in which case the data should be analyzed
under a ksequential CAR model
 We now formalize these ideas

DenitionWe say that the random sets X

    X
k
X with each X
m
and
X  E n fg form a ksequential coarsening of a random variable X if for
m       k   X
m
 X
m
with probability  where X

 fXg and
X
k
 X 
 Thus a sequential coarsening is just the ordinary coarsening
studied above

Denition A ksequential coarsening is ksequentially CAR if for m 
     k the conditional distribution of X
m
given X
m
does not depend
on the particular realization of X
m
except through the fact that it is
compatible with X
m

 In the discrete case this means PrX
m
 A j X
m

B	 is the same for all B in the support of X
m
such that B  A

Throughout we suppose we only observe the nal random set X  X
k
of
a ksequential coarsening
 One might hope that X is a CAR coarsening of
X in the previous sense	 if X

    X
k
is ksequentially CAR
 However
this is not the case as the following example indicates

Example Suppose X  YW 	 where Y and W take values in f g

Let E
w
 f w	  w	g denote the event that W  w but Y is not
observed
 Let E
y
 fy 	 y 	g denote an event in which W is not ob
served
 Finally let the entire sample space E  f 	  	 	  	g
be the event that neither Y nor W is observed
 Now suppose that PrX


fy w	g j X  y w		  c

w	 PrX

 E
w
j X  y w		    cw	 so
that the probability that Y is not observed in X

depends on the observed
value of W 
 Further suppose PrX

 fy w	g j X

 fy w	g	  c

y	
PrX

 E
y
j X

 fy w	g	    c

y	 so the probability w is not ob
served in X

depends on the observed value of y in X


 Suppose PrX


E
w
j X

 E
w
	  c

and PrX

 E j X

 E
w
	   c

so the probabil
ity that W is not observed in X

when Y is not observed in X

is constant

It is easy to check that X

X

is sequentially CAR more specically it
is sequentially MAR
 However X  X

is not a CAR coarsening of X
since PrX

 E
y
j X  y w		  c

w	 c

y		 which depends on w

However if X is discrete ksequential CAR is still everything as formally
stated in the following theorem and its corollary
 The theorem assumes
that the possible values of the intermediate coarsening X
m
are specied in
advance and moreover that each value arises in one particular way from
its predecessor X
m

 This was in fact the case in the example just dis
cussed as the reader can easily check
 These a priori restrictions on the
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intermediate coarsenings ensure that a ksequential CAR model reproduc
ing a particular distribution of observed coarsened data X not only exists
but is also essentially unique

Theorem Let E be a nite set and let X be a random nonempty set with
distribution f
A
 A  E
k
 E n fg
 Let E

 ffxg  x  Eg be the subset
of E consisting of all the singletons
 Let E

     E
k
be given subsets of E
such that for each m       k and for each A  E
m
 A is a disjoint
union of specied elements B of E
m

 Write B 
m
A if B  E
m
is one of
the specied sets partitioning a given A  E
m

 Then there exist CAR
probabilities 
mA
for A  E
m
for m       k and distributions p
mB
over B  E
m
for m       k   with p
kA
 f
A
 satisfying i	 for
each B  E
m

P

mA
  with summation over fA  E
m
 B 
m
Ag ii	
P
p
mB
  with summation over all B  E
m
 and iii	 p
mA
 p
mA

mA
for each m  k and each A  E
m
and p
mA

P
p
mB
with summation
over fB  E
m
 B 
m
Ag
 Furthermore for each A  E
k
with f
A
 

kA
and p
kA
are unique
 Similarly for each A  E
m
with p
mA
 

mA
and p
mA
are unique
 Thus if f
A
  for all singletons A  fxg then
p
x
 p
fxg
 x  E is a uniquely dened distribution on E

ProofThis follows by repeated application of the main theorem of Section
 of our companion paper starting from m  k   downwards

Corollary If we draw X

 fXg from p
fxg
 x  E and then recursively
draw X
m
from E
m
under the conditional law 
mA
given X
m
 B
where B is the value of X
m
drawn in the previous step and A such that
B 
m
A	 then X

    X
k
will be a ksequential CAR coarsening of X
and X  X
k
will have marginal distribution f
A


Thus for discrete E one cannot use the data to distinguish whether the
underlying coarsening process is CAR or is ksequentially CAR based on
specied sets of intermediate coarsened values E

     E
k
and relations be
tween them
 However a CAR process compatible with the observed data
X will imply a dierent marginal distribution for the underlying variableX
than will a ksequential CAR process compatible with the data
 Thus the
choice of modeling the observed data X as CAR versus ksequentially CAR
will depend solely on ones prior subject matter beliefs
 As the following
example due to Robins 	 shows the assumption that the coarsening
process is ksequentially CAR can be much more substantively plausible
than that it is CAR

Example Suppose in a prison a voluntary HIV test is oered to prisoners

Thirty percent agree to the test of which fteen percent are positive
 It
is believed that the decision to be tested i	 is not independent of HIV
status due to the diering views on testing held by HIVpositive versus
negative inmates but ii	 is independent of HIV conditional on whether a
prisoner has sought previous treatment for an STD in the prison hospital

The goal is to estimate the marginal probability of HIV infection among
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the inmates
 Thus in order to identify this probability it is decided to
randomly sample hospital records and record previous STD treatment with
a prisoners probability of being included in the hospital record sample
depending on whether the prisoner agreed to the HIV test and if so his test
result
 Letting Y and W be the dichotomous indicator variables for HIV
infection status and previous STD treatment the coarsening mechanism
is exactly that discussed in the previous example implying the data is
sequential CAR but not CAR

We note that a ksequential CAR process and an msequential CAR
process would also imply dierent marginal distributions for the under
lying variable X and by our theorem cannot be distinguished from one
another by any data evidence
 Indeed two ksequential CAR processes
based on dierent sequences of selected sets will imply dierent marginal
distributions for the underlying X and also cannot be distinguished from
one another based on the data
 Thus multiple sequential CAR models can
be used to conduct a sensitivity analysis to help determine the sensitivity
of the distribution of the underlying variable X to assumptions about the
coarsening mechanism

 MAR and randomized monotone missingness
We now restrict attention from coarsened to missing data and investigate
the possibility that all MAR mechanisms can be constructed by random
monotone coarsening at the variables level
 Recall that in section  of our
companion paper we showed that for CAR this programme fails
 However
our counterexample there cannot be used in the new situation

The sample space E for the underlying data X is now a Cartesian prod
uct of k nite sets E
i
 i  K  f     kg
 Write the coordinates of X
as X  X

     X
k
	
 The only sets A which can be observed i
e
 with

A
  are Cartesian products either of the whole coordinate E
i
or of a
singleton fx
i
g  E
i
 i  K
 Knowing X  A is the same as knowing exactly
the values of some of the X
i
but knowing nothing about the others
 We
say that the rst X
i
are observed the others are missing
 In this situation
coarsening at random is called missing at random MAR	 Rubin 	 or
Little and Rubin 	 and one can dene monotone missingness ran
domized monotone missingness and Markov randomized monotone miss
ingness analogously to the CAR case
 In monotone schemes rather than
choosing at each stage if we do not stop	 a partition of the current set we
now choose a further variable to observe

The counterexample which we gave in the CAR case to the conjecture
that all CAR mechanisms can be represented by randomized monotone
coarsening schemes does not give a counterexample to the analogous con
jecture for MAR
 It took us some eort to nd a new counterexample for
MAR though at the end as the reader will discover the counterexample
is quite simple
 We will rst show that any set of MAR probabilities which
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admit a randomized monotone representation also admit a Markov ran
domized monotone representation
 So it is sucient to investigate the pos
sible Markov monotone missingness or MMM property of a given MAR
system
 This can be done by solving a certain linear programming problem

So one can nd out in a nite number of steps if a specic MAR system
admits an MMM representation
 Finding a representation comes down to
solving a set of linear equalities in more unknowns than there are equa
tions so typically many solutions exist	 subject to a collection of linear
inequalities which rule out some or even all solutions	

Recall we have X  X

     X
k
	 where X
i
takes values x
i
in a nite set
E
i

 Let R denote the set of labels of actually observed variables so R is a
random subset of K the letter R stands for recorded the other variables
are missing	
 Observation of X is equivalent to observation of the pair
R X
R
	 where X
R
denotes the vector a subvector of X	 with components
X
i
for i  R
 Possibly R is empty
 Under MAR the probability to observe
the variables R given X  x only depends on the X
i
with i  R or
PrfR  RjX  xg  PrfR  RjX
R
 x
R
g
We denote this probability by 
x
R
R

 Thus a MAR mechanism is determined
by a system of probabilities 
x
R
R
such that for all x  E  E

    E
k

X
RK

x
R
R
  	
Now we specify a randomized monotone missingness RMM	 mechanism

This consists of a set of probability rules for choosing a sequence of distinct
indices I

 I

     I
K
 K where   K  k is the random number of vari
ables nally observed and R  fI

     I
K
g
 We shall summarize the rules
in a big collection of probabilities 
e
	 later we will write 	 without the
tilde to specify a less complicated	Markov mechanism
To keep the formu
las short we write i
n
for i

     i
n

 The set of elements fi

     i
n
g
is then denoted by fi
n
g
 The vector or sequence i

     i
n
	 may be
written i
n
	 for emphasis
 We drop the curly or round brackets when the
distinction between set and sequence is not crucial
 When we write events
like I
n
 i
n
 it is implicitly understood that K  n also holds and
conversely K  n implies I
n
is undened

Suppose at the nth stage we have already determined I
n
 i
n
and
have observed X
n
 x
n

 The order in which the variables were selected
is included in the expression i
n

 Next with conditional probability
e

x
i
n
i
n
ji
n
 PrfAt stage n go on to observe variable i
n
j past g
 PrfI
n
 i
n
jI
n
 i
n
 X
i
n
 x
i
n
g
we choose and observe another variable X
i
n
 i
n
	 fi
n
g
 With the comple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mentary probability

X
i
n
e

x
i
n
i
n
ji
n
 PrfI
n
is not dened j past g
we stop and set K  n  and thus R  fI
n
g

Now dene
e

x
i
n
i
n
i
n
 PrfI
n
 i
n
 I
n
 i
n
jX
i
n
 x
i
n
g
and
e

x
i
n
i
n

e

x
i
n
i
n
i
n

X
i
n
e

x
i
n
i
n
i
n
	
 PrfK  n  I
n
 i
n
jX
i
n
 x
i
n
g
Then
e

x
i
n
i
n
ji
n

e

x
i
n
i
n
i
n
	
e

x
i
n
i
n
i
n
	
showing that the RMM system can be described in terms of the system of
probabilities 
e
	 instead of the system 
e
	
 An advantage of this is that
the MAR probabilities 	 can be expressed linearly in 
e
	 for any given
R  K of size n 

x
R
R

X
i
n
fi
n
g	R
e

x
i
n
i
n
	
where the 
e
	 are given by 	
 The 
e
	 are also convenient because they
can be chosen freely up to a collection of linear restrictions
e

x
i
n
i
n
i
n
 
X
i
n
e

x
i
n
i
n
i
n

e

x
i
n
i
n
i
n





	
where for n   the right hand side of the last inequality is replaced by the
number 

It is easy to check that any system 
e
	 satisfying 	 leads via 	 and
	 to a system 	 satisfying 	 and 
x
R
R
  for all R and x
 Equation
	 shows how to calculate the actual decision rule probabilities 
e
	 from
the 
e
	
 Conversely 
e
	 can be computed recursively from 
e
	 by rewriting
	 as
e

x
i
n
i
n
i
n

e

x
i
n
i
n
i
n
e

x
i
n
i
n
ji
n
where for n   this is interpreted as
e


i


e


i

j


Our question does any MAR mechanism admit representation by a
RMM scheme boils down therefore to the question given a system of
nonnegative numbers 	 satisfying 	 do the linear equations 	 and
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	 admit a solution 
e
	 satisfying the linear constraint 	 We rst show
that if a solution exists then one can also nd a Markov monotone missing
MMM	 solution by which we mean that the decision probabilities
e

x
i
n
i
n
ji
n
to observe at stage n variable i
n
 given the previous sequence of choices
and observed values	 are invariant under permutations of i
n


 Markov monotone missingness
Under what we call Markov monotone missingness MMM	 the decision
probabilities
e
 are invariant under permutations
 We denote then for a
subset R of n  elements of K

x
R
i
n
jR
 Pr

I
n
 i
n


fI
n
g  RX
R
 x
R



x
R
Ri
n
 Pr

I
n
 i
n
 fI
n
g  R


X
R
 x
R


So 
x
R
Ri
n
is the sum over all permutations i
n
of the elements of R of
e

x
R
i
n
i
n
 while 
x
R
i
n
jR
is equal to each of the formerly introduced
e

x
R
i
n
ji
n
for
all permutations of R

Now suppose a given MAR system 	 has a not necessarily Markov
randomized monotone missingness RMM	 representation characterized by
decision probabilities 
e
	 or equivalently by a system 
e
	
 Dene for each
set R of n  elements the quantities

x
R
Ri
n

X
i
n
fi
n
g	R
e

x
i
n
i
n
i
n
 	
Combining 	 and 	 gives

x
R
R

X
j R

x
R
Rj

X
jR

x
Rnfjg
Rnfjgj
 	
Moreover dene

x
R
i
n
jR
 
x
R
Ri
n
	
X
jR

x
Rnfjg
Rnfjgj
 	
The new 	 form a system of MMM decision rules
 The new 	 can be re
covered from 	 by recursive use of 	 and since 	 holds we have hereby
constructed a Markov representation for the original RMMgenerated MAR
probabilities 	
 Here we use the fact that for a Markov system described
equivalently by a system 	 or a system 	 because of the equivalence 	
the MAR probabilities can be calculated from 	 this fact follows from
	 and 	 again

In conclusion if a given MAR system can be represented by a randomized
monotone missingness scheme then it can also be represented by a Markov
monotone missingness scheme
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 Is every MAR system MMM
In view of the results so far the question to be answered is now given any
system of numbers 
x
R
R
	 such that

x
R
R
  
R x
R
	
X
RK

x
R
R
  
x 	
do there exist 
x
R
Rj
	 for j 	R  K such that

x
R
Rj
  
R x
R
 j 	R 	

x
R
R

X
j R

x
R
Rj

X
jR

x
Rnfjg
Rnfjgj

R x
R
	
If so we can dene

x
R
jjR
 
x
R
Rj
	
X
jR

x
Rnfjg
Rnfjgj
	
and the system 
x
R
jjR
	 is a set of Markov monotone missingness decision
probabilities which generates 
x
R
R
	
 Note that when R is the empty set 
	 is rewritten as




X
jK


j
 
Because of this on adding 	 over all R  K for given x we obtain 	

Note when R   equation 	 is rewritten as 

jj
 

j


Collect all 
x
R
R
and 
x
R
Rj
into column vectors  
 Equation 	 can be
rewritten in matrix form as A  b where b coincides with  except in
the  component where 


is replaced by  



 A is a matrix of s s
and s
 The question is now for given A and b does there exist   
componentwise inequality	 such that A  b This problem can be solved
in a specic instance by transforming it into a linear program solvable in
a nite number of steps by the simplex algorithm
 Note that we also have
b   and let  denote a vector of s of appropriate length
 Consider the
problem
maximize  

z
over z   subject to Ax  z  b for some x   equivalently the
standard LP problem
maximize 






z

	

z
x
	
over

z
x
	




	
subject to I





A	

z
x
	
 b
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Since b  

z
x
	


b

	
is a feasible solution so the simplex algorithm can be initialized
 Since


z   for all z   the solution is nite
 The simplex algorithm
nds it in a nite number of steps
 If at the solution the object function


z   so also z   then we have found a solution   x   to the
equations A  b
 If conversely there exists a solution    to A  b
then the maximization problem is solved by x   z   with maximum

 So a maximizer of the linear program yields a maximum value  if and
only if A  b admits a nonnegative solution

MAR systems are represented by vectors  satisfying   
P
R

x
R
R
 
for all x
 This means that for given E  E

   E
k
	 the set of all MAR
systems is a convex compact polytope
 The set of all MMM systems is the
subset of such  which can be written as
A  b b
x
R
R
 
x
R
R

R 	  b


  



for some   
 This is also a convex compact polytope contained in the
former one

The system A  b b given unknown always has solutions
 We have a
consistent set of equations with more unknowns than equations
 This means
that it is not unreasonable on the basis of just counting parameters to hope
that all MAR systems are MMM
 However the inequality constraint   
may rule out many or even all solutions of A  b

Our geometric picture gives a procedure for determining whether or not
for given E  E

     E
k
 all MAR systems are MMM inspect the
extremal pointsthe verticesof the set of MAR probabilities
 If each
vertex has an MMM representation then the whole set does
 Conversely
if any set of MAR probabilities does not admit an MMM representation
then at least one vertex also yields such a counterexample

The next question is how can we enumerate the extremal points  in
the convex compact polytope of  satisfying 	 and 	 One way to
do this is to select a sucient number of the inequalities 	 turn them
into equalities and try to solve the resulting augmentation of the equalities
	
 The procedure is nite but already in the smallest nontrivial case
k   binary variablescomputationally unfeasible since millions of cases
have to be examined
 We need to take account of symmetries and other
special features to reduce the number of cases to be investigated

Let us rst study a special subcollection of extremal points  that are
vectors of s and s only
 If we can nd a counterexample here we are
done already
 These extremal points as CAR models are deterministic or
Coarsened Completely at Random	 the coarsening is generated by a xed
partition of the sample space

In the case of  binary variables we enumerated all deterministic extremal
points in MAR space up to symmetries
 Taking any particular 
x
R
R
equal to
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 forces all other 
x
R
R
in the equations 	 in which the given one appears
to equal zero
 A 
x
R
R
withR small appear in many equationsfor instance



appears in allso the enumeration is quite easy for instance by ordering
according to the minimumnumber of elements inR with 
x
R
R
 
We found
in this way just  dierent types i
e
 up to permutation of variables
andor values of variables	

Of these  all but one were monotone
 The exception had exactly



 


 


 


 


 
In words if variables  and  both take the value  variable  is not
observed if variables  and  take the values  and  respectively variable
 is not observed and if variables  and  both take the value  variable
 is not observed
 Otherwise all three variables are observed
 Note that
each variable has a chance to be observed but also each variable has a
chance not to be observed
 That makes it obvious that this MAR system
does not have a monotone missingness representation since there is no way
any monotone procedure selecting variables to be observed one by one
without knowing their values in advance	 can start

The existence of this example produces uneasiness as to the interpreta
tion of MAR
 Consider a computer simulation model in which rst X is
generated and then R hence also X
R
	 according to given MAR probabili
ties 	
 Let us suppose that after X has been realised the computer has to
generate the random indices R
 The computer program is allowed to look
at values of components of X one by one and on the basis of these values
decide which values to report
 We have shown that MAR probabilities exist
which in order to be simulated require the computer to look at values of
components of X which are omitted from the collection of observed vari
ables R
 Still given R  R and X
R
 x
R
 X
KnR
has the same distribution
as when one only conditions on X
R
 x
R
so the information about X
KnR
which was used in the procedure is not in the least revealed statistically

We believe that the only plausible natural MAR mechanisms have a ran
domised monotone representation
 If this belief is correct then in practical
applications an analyst should perform a test of the hypothesis that the
missingness process has such a representation
 Robins and Gill 	 pro
vide an appropriate test statistic
 If the test rejects likelihood analysis
under the MAR assumption should be avoided altogether or understood to
be at best an approximation to a more appropriate analysis under a non
MAR model
 We note that the set of RMM probabilities is a closed subset
of the set of MAR probabilities so there exist tests that are consistent
under the alternative

Research remains to be done to support these arguments
 Development
of special methods for use in RMM models and for testing the RMM as
sumption only makes sense if the nonRMM MAR models are not highly
special rarities as the number of variables and the number of their values
becomes larger
 As the number of variables increases are the nonRMM
Sequential models for coarsening and missingness
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MAR models more and more of an exception or more and more the rule
On the other side how convincing is our claim that the notion of RMM cap
tures exactly the class of honest MAR mechanisms the MAR mechanisms
which one can expect to meet with in practice	
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